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Tabled evaluation is receiving increasing attention in the logic programming community. It avoids
many of the shortcomings of SLD execution and provides a more flexible and often considerably
more efficient execution mechanism for logic programs. In particular, tabled execution terminates
more often than execution based on SLD-resolution. In this article, we introduce two notions of uni-
versal termination of logic programming with tabling: quasi-termination and (the stronger notion
of) LG-termination. We present sufficient conditions for these two notions of termination, namely
quasi-acceptability and LG-acceptability, and we show that these conditions are also necessary in
case the selection of tabled predicates meets certain natural criteria. Starting from these condi-
tions, we develop modular termination proofs, i.e., proofs capable of combining termination proofs
of separate programs to obtain termination proofs of combined programs. Finally, in the presence
of mode information, we state sufficient conditions which form the basis for automatically proving
termination in a constraint-based way.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tabled logic programming [Tamaki and Sato 1986; Chen and Warren 1996;
Vieille 1989; Bol and Degerstedt 1993] is receiving increasing attention in the
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logic programming community. It avoids many of the shortcomings of SLD(NF)
execution and provides a more flexible and often more efficient execution
mechanism for logic programs. Furthermore, tabled execution of logic programs
terminates more often than execution based on SLD-resolution. In particular,
all programs that terminate under SLD also terminate under tabled execu-
tion. So, if a program can be proven to terminate under SLD-resolution (by
one of the existing automated techniques surveyed in De Schreye and Decorte
[1994]), then the program will trivially also terminate under SLG-resolution,
the resolution principle of tabling; see Chen and Warren [1996]. But, since there
are SLG-terminating programs which are not SLD-terminating, more effective
proof techniques need to and can be found.

The idea underlying tabled evaluation is quite simple. Essentially, under a
tabled execution mechanism, atoms of selected tabled predicates as well as their
answers are stored in a table. When an identical (up to renaming of variables)
such atom is recursively called, the selected atom is not resolved against pro-
gram clauses; instead, all corresponding answers computed so far are looked up
in the table, and the associated answer substitutions are applied to the atom.
This process is repeated for all subsequent computed answer substitutions cor-
responding to the atom.

We study universal termination of tabled, definite logic programs executed
under SLG-resolution, using a fixed left-to-right selection rule,1 w.r.t. a given
set of queries. To simplify the discussion, we make the assumption that this
set of queries consists of atomic queries only. Obviously, this is not a limita-
tion, since conjunctive queries can be reduced to atomic ones, by adding defi-
nitions for new predicates to the program with the conjunction in their body
and by using calls to the new predicates as queries. It should also be men-
tioned that all the results in this article are developed and presented for a
mixed tabled/nontabled execution mechanism. This means that, in the execu-
tion, only a subset of the predicates will be tabled, while standard LD-resolution
steps will be applied to all others. In Section 3, we discuss the benefits of such
a mixed execution mechanism. This focus on mixed execution considerably
strengthens our results. In particular, our results both introduce new termi-
nation conditions for tabled logic programs, and at the same time generalize
existing termination conditions for LD-resolution in the sense that these con-
ditions become a special case of those presented here: when no predicate of the
program is tabled. Of course, this choice also makes the results more technically
involved.

We introduce a first basic notion of termination under tabled execution,
called quasi-termination. Quasi-termination captures the property that, in an
LD-computation, a given atomic query leads to only finitely many different
nonvariant calls to tabled predicates and there is no cycle of mutually recur-
sive predicates, all nontabled, which gives rise to an infinite derivation. In a
broader context, the notion of quasi-termination and techniques for proving it
are of independent interest; they can be used, for example, to ensure (global)
termination of off-line specialization of logic programs; see Bruynooghe et al.

1We will drop the “S” in SLD and SLG whenever we refer to the left-to-right selection rule.
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[1998]. However, the notion of quasi-termination only partially corresponds to
our intuitive notion of a “terminating computation” because an atom can have
infinitely many computed answers, even if the computation consists of only a
finite number of different calls. Therefore, we also introduce the stronger notion
of LG-termination. A program P LG-terminates w.r.t. a given atomic query A
iff P quasi-terminates w.r.t. A and the set of all computed answers for calls in
the LD-computation of A is finite.

We present sufficient conditions for these two notions of termination un-
der tabled execution: namely, quasi-acceptability for quasi-termination and
LG-acceptability for LG-termination. We show that these conditions are
also necessary in case the set of tabled predicates is well-chosen; see Sec-
tion 5. Our termination conditions are adapted from the acceptability no-
tion for LD-termination defined in De Schreye et al. [1992], and not from
the more “standard” definition of acceptability by Apt and Pedreschi [1993].
The reason for this choice is that the quasi-termination, as well as the LG-
termination property of a tabled program and query, is not closed under sub-
stitution. The acceptability notion of Apt and Pedreschi [1993] is expressed
in terms of ground instances of clauses, and its associated notion of LD-
termination is expressed in terms of the set of all queries that are bounded
under the given level mapping. Such sets are closed under substitution. Be-
cause quasi-termination and LG-termination lack invariance under substitu-
tion, we use a stronger notion of acceptability, capable of treating any set of
queries.

Besides a characterization of the two notions of universal termination un-
der tabled execution, we also give modular termination conditions, i.e., condi-
tions on two programs P and R, where P extends R, ensuring termination
of the union P ∪ R. Such modular proofs were already motivated in the lit-
erature in the context of termination under SLD-resolution (see for instance
Apt and Pedreschi [1994]). Indeed, for programming in the large, it is impor-
tant to have modular termination proofs, i.e., proofs that are capable of com-
bining termination proofs of separate programs to obtain termination proofs of
combined programs.

Finally, we consider the issue of automation of the termination conditions.
We present a sufficient termination condition and point out how it could be au-
tomated by extending the recently developed constraint-based automatic ter-
mination analysis for LD-resolution of Decorte et al. [1999]. The extension is
restricted to the class of simply moded, well-moded programs and queries.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we define some
preliminary concepts, in particular the notion of finitely partitioning level map-
ping, which plays a central role in our termination conditions. In Section 3, we
first present examples which motivate the need to freely mix untabled and
tabled execution and then we formally define SLG-resolution, the tabled-based
resolution strategy used in this article. Next, in Section 4, two notions of ter-
mination of LG-resolution are introduced: quasi-termination and the stronger
notion of LG-termination. We also define a transformation on programs which
reduces the problem of proving LG-termination to the problem of proving
quasi-termination. In Section 5, sufficient (and necessary in case the tabling is
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well-chosen) conditions for the two notions of termination are given: the con-
dition of quasi-acceptability for quasi-termination (Section 5.1) and the condi-
tion of LG-acceptability for LG-termination (Section 5.2). Modular termination
conditions, i.e., conditions that are capable of combining termination proofs
of separate programs to obtain termination proofs of combined programs, are
given in Sections 6.1 and 6.3 for quasi-termination, and in Section 6.2 for LG-
termination. Finally, in Section 7, we investigate conditions for termination
of LG-resolution which are easy to automate. In particular, our eventual goal
is to extend the constraint-based automatic approach toward LD-termination
of Decorte et al. [1999], in order to prove termination of tabled logic programs
in an automatic way. Our extension is restricted to the class of simply-moded,
well-moded programs and queries. We only present the main idea for the case
of quasi-termination in Section 7. For more details, the reader is referred to the
electronic appendix or to Verbaeten and De Schreye [2000]. We end with some
concluding remarks, a discussion on related work, and with some topics for fu-
ture research. Proofs of most of the theorems and propositions can be found in
the electronic appendix.

2. PRELIMINARIES

We assume familiarity with the basic concepts of logic programming (see for ex-
ample Lloyd [1987] or Apt [1990]). We work here with (sets of) queries; however,
in the figures for the derivation trees, we use the more conventional notation of
goals. Throughout the article, P will denote a definite logic program. By PredP
we denote the set of predicate symbols occurring in P . By DefP we denote the
set of predicates defined in P (i.e., predicates occurring in the head of a clause of
P ). By RecP , resp. N RecP , we denote the set of (directly or indirectly) recursive,
resp. nonrecursive, predicates of the program P (so N RecP = PredP\RecP ). If
A= p(t1, . . . , tn), then we denote by Rel (A) the predicate symbol p of A, i.e.,
Rel (A) = p. We call A= p(t1, . . . , tn) a p-atom.

The extended Herbrand Universe, U E
P , and the extended Herbrand Base, BE

P ,
associated with a program P , are defined as follows. Let TermP and AtomP
denote the set of respectively all terms and atoms that can be constructed from
the alphabet underlying P . The variant relation, denoted ≈, defines an equiv-
alence. U E

P and BE
P are respectively the quotient sets TermP/ ≈ and AtomP/ ≈.

For any term t (or atom A), we denote its class in U E
P (BE

P ) as t̃ (Ã ). However,
when no confusion is possible, we omit the tildes. For � ⊆ PredP , we denote
with BE

� the subset of BE
P consisting of (equivalence classes of) atoms based on

the predicate symbols of �. So BE
P can be seen as an abbreviation of BE

PredP
.

Let P be a program and p, q ∈ PredP . We say that p refers to q in P iff there
is a clause in P with p in the head and q occurring in the body. We say that p
depends on q in P , and write p � q, iff (p, q) is in the reflexive, transitive closure
of the relation refers to. We write p  q iff p � q, q � p (p and q are mutually
recursive or p = q). The dependency graph G P of a program P is a graph where
the nodes are labeled with the predicates of PredP . There is a directed arc from
p to q in G P iff p refers to q. A program P extends a program R iff no predicate
defined in P occurs in R.
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As mentioned in the introduction, in analogy to Apt and Pedreschi [1993],
we will refer to SLD-derivations (see Lloyd [1987]) following the left-to-right
selection rule as LD-derivations. Other concepts adopt this naming accordingly.

Definition 2.1 (Call(P, S)). Let P be a program and S ⊆ BE
P . By Call(P, S)

we denote the subset of BE
P such that B̃ ∈ Call(P, S) whenever a representant

of B̃ is a selected atom in an LD-derivation for some P ∪ {←A}, with
Ã ∈ S.

Throughout the article we assume that in any derivation of a query w.r.t. a
program, representants of equivalence classes are systematically provided with
fresh variables, to avoid the necessity of renaming apart. In the sequel, we ab-
breviate most general unifier with mgu and LD-computed answer substitution
with c.a.s.

We recall the definitions of norm and level mapping, which are useful in the
context of termination analysis (see De Schreye and Decorte [1994] for a survey
on termination analyses for (S)LD-resolution).

Definition 2.2 (Norm). A norm is a function ‖.‖ : U E
P → N.

Definition 2.3 (Level Mapping). A level mapping is a function |.| : BE
P → N.

A level mapping or norm is said to be trivial if it is the constant 0-mapping.
Our termination conditions are based on the following concept of a finitely

partitioning level mapping.

Definition 2.4 (Finitely Partitioning Level Mapping). Let P be a program
and C ⊆ BE

P . A level mapping |.| is finitely partitioning on C iff for all n ∈ N :
�(|.|−1(n) ∩ C) < ∞, where � is the cardinality function.

So, a level mapping |.| is finitely partitioning on C ⊆ BE
P if it does not map

an infinite set of atoms of C to the same natural number. That is, |.| partitions
C into finite subsets. In particular, we have that every level mapping is finitely
partitioning on a finite set C.

3. TABLING IN LOGIC PROGRAMS

Our experience from the XSB system [Sagonas et al. 1994] is that tabled ex-
ecution is used selectively in practice. Thus, before formally defining the reso-
lution principle of tabling that we use, called SLG-resolution, we first present
some examples which motivate the need to freely mix LD-resolution and tabled
execution.

3.1 Mixing Tabled and LD Execution: Motivating Examples

It has long been noted in the literature (e.g., in Early [1970] and Warren
[1995]) that tabled evaluation can be used for context-free grammar recogni-
tion and parsing: tabling eliminates redundancy and handles grammars that
would otherwise infinitely loop under Prolog-style execution (e.g., left recursive
ones). The following program, where all predicates are tabled, provides such an
example.
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expr(Si, So) ← expr(Si, S1), S1 = [’+’|S2], term(S2, So)
expr(Si, So) ← term(Si, So)
term(Si, So) ← term(Si, S1), S1 = [’*’|S2], primary(S2, So)
term(Si, So) ← primary(Si, So)
primary(Si, So) ← Si = [’(’|S1], expr(S1, S2), S2 = [’)’|So]
primary(Si, So) ← Si = [I |So], integer(I )

This grammar, recognizing arithmetic expressions containing additions and
multiplications over the integers, is left recursive—left recursion is used to
give the arithmetic operators their proper associativity—and would be nonter-
minating for Prolog-style execution. Under tabled execution, left recursion is
handled correctly. In fact, tabling of predicates expr/2 and term/2 is sufficient
to get the desired termination behavior; we can and will safely drop the tabling
of primary/2 in the sequel. However, this integration of nontabled (LD) and
tabled execution is perhaps a trivial one.

To see why a nontrivial mix of tabled with LD execution is desirable in prac-
tice, suppose that we want to extend this recognition grammar so that it also
handles exponentiation. The most natural way to do so is to introduce a new
nonterminal, named factor, for handling exponentiation and make it right re-
cursive, since the exponentiation operator is right associative. The resulting
grammar is as below where only the predicates expr/2 and term/2 are tabled.



expr(Si, So) ← expr(Si, S1), S1 = [’+’|S2], term(S2, So)
expr(Si, So) ← term(Si, So)
term(Si, So) ← term(Si, S1), S1 = [’*’|S2], factor(S2, So)
term(Si, So) ← factor(Si, So)
factor(Si, So) ← primary(Si, S1), S1 = [’^’|S2], factor(S2, So)
factor(Si, So) ← primary(Si, So)
primary(Si, So) ← Si = [’(’|S1], expr (S1, S2), S2 = [’)’|So]
primary(Si, So) ← Si = [I |So], integer (I )

Note that, at least as far as termination is concerned, there is no need to table
the factor/2 predicate. Indeed, Prolog’s evaluation strategy handles right re-
cursion in grammars finitely. In fact, Prolog-style evaluation of right recursion
is more efficient than its tabled-based evaluation: Prolog has linear complex-
ity for a simple right recursive grammar, but with tabling implemented as in
XSB [Sagonas et al. 1994] the evaluation could be quadratic as calls need to
be recorded in the tables using explicit copying. Thus, it is important to allow
tabled and nontabled predicates to be freely intermixed, and be able to choose
the strategy that is most efficient for the situation at hand.

By using tabling in context-free grammars, one gets a recognition algorithm
that is a variant of Early’s algorithm (also known as active chart recognition
algorithm) whose complexity is polynomial in the size of the input expression/
string [Early 1970]. However, often one wants to construct the parse tree(s) for a
given input string. The usual approach is to introduce an extra argument to the
nonterminals of the input grammar—representing the portion of the parse tree
that each rule generates—and to add the necessary code that constructs the
parse tree. This approach is straightforward, but as noticed by Warren [1998],
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R :




s(Si, So) ← a(Si, S), S = [b|So]
a(Si, So) ← a(Si, S), a(S, So)
a(Si, So) ← Si = [a|So]

P :




s(Si, So, PT ) ← a(Si, S), S = [b|So], PT = spt(PTa, b), a(Si, S, PTa)
a(Si, So, PT ) ← a(Si, S), a(S, So), PT = apt(PT1, PT 2), a(Si, S, PT1),

a(S, So, PT 2)
a(Si, So, PT ) ← Si = [a|So], PT = a

Fig. 1. A tabled program recognizing and parsing the language anb.

using the same program for recognition as well as parsing may be extremely
unsatisfactory from a complexity standpoint: in context-free grammars, recog-
nition is polynomial while parsing is exponential, since, if the grammar is am-
biguous, there can be exponentially many parse trees for a given input string.
The obvious solution is to use two interleaved versions of the grammar as in
the program shown in Figure 1.

Note that only a/2, i.e., the recursive predicate of the “recognition” part,
R, of the program (consisting of predicates s/2 and a/2), needs to be tabled.
This action allows recognition to terminate and have polynomial complexity.
Furthermore, the recognizer can now be used as a filter for the parsing process
in the following way: only after knowing that a particular part of the input
belongs to the grammar and having computed the exact substring that each
nonterminal spans, do we invoke the parsing routine on the nonterminal to
construct its (possibly exponentially many) parse trees. Doing so avoids, for
example, cases where it may take exponential time to fail on an input string
that does not belong in the given language: an example for the grammar under
consideration is the input string an. On the other hand, tabling the “parsing”
part of the program (consisting of predicates s/3 and a/3) does not affect the
efficiency of the process complexity-wise and in fact incurs a small performance
overhead due to the recording of calls and their answers in the tables. Finally,
note that the program construction is modular in the sense that the “parsing”
part of the program, P , depends on the “recognition” part, R, but not vice versa;
we say that P extends R.

As mentioned, applications usually selectively employ tabled execution in
predicates where this is either deemed necessary for termination or desirable
for efficiency. The use of tabling for efficiency depends heavily on the execution
characteristics of individual predicates (e.g., frequency of encountering identi-
cal calls and the cost of looking up their answers in the table compared to their
recomputation cost) and is beyond the scope of this article. Although the empha-
sis here is on how to prove termination under a given tabling rather than on how
to choose a tabling that will ensure termination, we mention that in practice
the set of tabled predicates is usually obtained by breaking sufficiently many
cycles in the (static) dependency graph of the program until the desired termi-
nation behavior is achieved. For predicates involved in the remaining cycles,
LD-resolution is used. As expected, the selection of tabled predicates affects the
ease of obtaining termination proofs. When the selection meets certain criteria,
the tabling is termed well-chosen and the proof of the program’s termination is
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equivalent to checking for the satisfaction of relatively simple conditions which
are presented in Section 5. These termination conditions are also sufficient,
though not necessary, for arbitrary tablings.

3.2 SLG-Resolution

In this article, we consider termination of definite programs evaluated using
SLG-resolution [Chen and Warren 1996], under a fixed left-to-right selection
rule, for a given set of atomic (top level) queries with atoms in S ⊆ BE

P . We will
abbreviate SLG-resolution under the left-to-right selection rule by LG-
resolution. For definite programs LG-resolution is similar to OLDT-resolution
of Tamaki and Sato [1986], modulo the fact that OLDT specifies a more fixed
control strategy and uses subsumption checking and term-depth abstraction
instead of variant checking.2 Here we present a nonconstructive definition
of SLG-resolution that is sufficient for our purposes, and refer to Chen and
Warren [1996] and Tamaki and Sato [1986] for more constructive formulations
of (variants of) tabled resolution.

By fixing a tabling for a program P , we mean choosing a set of predicates
of P to be tabled. The set of tabled predicates for a given tabling of a pro-
gram P is denoted with TabP . The complement of this set is denoted with
NTabP = PredP\TabP .

Definition 3.1 ((S)LG-Tree). Let P be a definite program, TabP ⊆ PredP a
tabling for P , R a selection rule, and A an atom. Let Table = {Answers(B̃ )|B̃ ∈
Call(P, {A}) ∩ BE

TabP
}, with Answers(B̃ ) ⊆ {Bθ ← |θ a substitution} a given

(possibly infinite) set of unit clauses. An SLG-tree w.r.t. TabP and Table for
P ∪ {←A} under R is a tree τA such that

(1) each node of τA is labeled with a goal, where one atom is marked as the
selected atom;

(2) the root of τA is ←A;
(3) the children of the root, ←A, are obtained by resolution against all matching

program clauses in P , and the arcs are labeled with the corresponding mgu
used in the resolution step;

(4) the children of a nonroot node labeled with a goal ←Q (with B the selected
atom) are obtained as follows:
(a) if Rel (B) ∈ TabP , then the (possibly infinitely many) children of the

node are obtained by resolving B with the (standardized apart) clauses
Bθ ← (one per variant class) in Answers(B̃ ) ∈ Table, and the arcs are
labeled with the corresponding mgu used in the resolution step (i.e., θ ),

(b) if Rel (B) ∈ NTabP , then the children of the node are obtained by reso-
lution of B against all matching program clauses in P , and the arcs are
labeled with the corresponding mgu used in the resolution step.

If R is the left-to-right selection rule, τA is called an LG-tree w.r.t. TabP and
Table for P ∪ {←A}. A (computed) answer clause of an SLG-tree τA w.r.t. TabP

2A brief discussion on termination characteristics of OLDT-resolution is included in Section 8.
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and Table for P ∪ {←A} is a clause of the form Aθ ← where θ is the composition
of the substitutions found on a branch of τA whose leaf is labeled with the empty
goal, �.

Intuitively, an SLG-tree (in an SLG-forest in Definition 3.2 below) repre-
sents the tabled computation (w.r.t. TabP and Table) of all answers for a given
goal labeling the root node of the tree. The trees in the above definition are
parametrized with a given Table, i.e., a given set of clauses Bθ ← which are
used for resolution in Point (4a). These clauses represent the answers found
(possibly in another tree of the forest) for the selected tabled atom. This inter-
action between the trees in an SLG-forest is captured in the following definition.
We say that an SLG-tree τ is smaller than another SLG-tree τ ′ iff τ ′ can be ob-
tained from τ by attaching new subbranches to nodes in τ . Also we call an
SLG-tree τ minimal iff there does not exist another SLG-tree τ ′ such that τ ′ is
smaller than τ .

Definition 3.2 ((S)LG-Forest). Let P be a definite program, TabP ⊆ PredP ,
R a selection rule, and S a (possibly infinite) set of atoms. F is an SLG-forest
w.r.t. TabP for P and S under R iff F is a set of minimal SLG-trees w.r.t. TabP
and Table, containing one tree τA for every Ã ∈ S ∪ (Call(P, S) ∩ BE

TabP
), where

(1) Table = {Answers (B̃ )|B̃ ∈ Call(P, S) ∩ BE
TabP

},
with Answers(B̃ ) = {Bθ ← |Bθ ← is a computed answer clause of τB ∈ F},

(2) τA is an SLG-tree w.r.t. TabP and Table for P ∪ {←A} under R.

If S = {A}, then we also talk about the SLG-forest for P ∪ {←A}. An LG-forest
is an SLG-forest consisting of only LG-trees.

The imposed minimality of SLG-trees in an SLG-forest uniquely determines
the set Table in Point (1) of Definition 3.2. So, we will henceforth drop the
parameter Table, and refer to (S)LG-trees in an (S)LG-forest w.r.t. TabP .

Note that selected atoms which are not tabled (i.e., of predicates in NTabP )
are resolved against program clauses, as in (S)LD-resolution. So, if TabP = ∅,
the (S)LG-forest of P ∪ {←A} consists of one tree: the (S)LD-tree of P ∪ {←A}.

We use the following small, tabled program to illustrate the notions that we
have introduced so far. Variations of it will also be used throughout this article to
exemplify concepts related to the termination aspects of tabled logic programs.

Example 3.3. The following program P computes the paths from a given
node to the reachable nodes in a given graph. The graph is represented as a
list of terms e(n1, n2), indicating that there is an edge from node n1 to node n2;
this list is passed as an input argument to predicate path/4, and the predicate
edge/3 is used to retrieve edges of the graph with a specific source node.



path(X , Ed, Y , [Y ]) ← edge(X , Ed, Y )
path(X , Ed, Z , [Y |L]) ← edge(X , Ed, Y ), path(Y , Ed, Z , L)
edge(X , [e(X , Y )|L], Y ) ←
edge(X , [e(X 1, X 2)|L], Y ) ← edge(X , L, Y )

Let S = { path(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y , L)} and TabP = { path/4}. Then,
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Fig. 2. The LG-forest for P ∪ {← path (a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y , L)} w.r.t. {path/4}.

Call(P, S) = { path(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y , L), path(b, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y , L),
edge(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y ), edge(a, [e(b, a)], Y ), edge(a, [ ], Y ),
edge(b, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y ), edge(b, [e(b, a)], Y ), edge(b, [ ], Y )}.

Figure 2 shows the LG-forest w.r.t. TabP for P and S. Note that there are two
LG-trees (only 2 tabled atoms are called), both with finite branches, but both
trees have an infinitely branching node. Due to the last argument of the path/4
predicate, each of these selected tabled atoms has infinitely many computed
answers.

As proven, for example, in Kanamori and Kawamura [1993, Theorem 2.1],
the set of call patterns and the set of computed answer substitutions are not
influenced by tabling. Thus, we can use the notions of call set, Call(P, S), and
LD-computed answer substitution even in the context of LG-resolution.

4. TWO NOTIONS OF TERMINATION OF TABLED LOGIC PROGRAMS

We start by introducing a first notion of universal termination of tabled logic
programs, called quasi-termination. A program P with a tabling TabP is said
to be quasi-terminating w.r.t. a query A iff the LG-forest of P ∪{←A} consists of
a finite number of LG-trees which all have finite branches. Quasi-termination
captures the property that, under LD-computation, a given atomic query leads
to only finitely many different (nonvariant) calls to tabled predicates and that
there is no cycle of mutually recursive predicates, all nontabled, which gives rise
to an infinite derivation. As mentioned in the introduction, techniques for prov-
ing quasi-termination can be useful in the context of proving global termination
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of off-line specialization of logic programs (whether tabled or not). Currently,
on all off-line partial evaluators for logic programs (e.g., Mogensen and Bondorf
[1992] and Jørgensen and Leuschel [1996]) termination has to be ensured man-
ually. Bruynooghe et al. [1998] show how the notion of quasi-termination can
be used to ensure global termination of off-line specialization. More precisely,
given a technique to establish quasi-termination, one can also establish whether
a given binding time annotation will ensure global termination of the off-line
specialization or whether further abstraction is called for. This idea has al-
ready been successfully applied by Glenstrup and Jones [1996] in the context
of functional programming, using the termination criterion of Holst [1991].

Despite its usefulness, the notion of quasi-termination only partially corre-
sponds to our intuitive notion of a terminating execution of a query against a
tabled program. This is because this notion only requires that the LG-forest
consists of only a finite number of LG-trees, without infinite branches, yet
these trees can have infinitely branching nodes. In order to capture this source
of nontermination for a tabled computation, we also introduce the stronger
notion of LG-termination. A program P with a tabling TabP is said to be
LG-terminating w.r.t. a query A iff the LG-forest of P ∪{←A} consists of a finite
number of finite LG-trees. So, a program P is LG-terminating w.r.t. a query A
iff it is quasi-terminating w.r.t. A and all atoms in the call set Call(P, {A}) have
only a finite number of computed answers. We formally introduce these two no-
tions of termination of LG-resolution, give examples, and discuss some of their
properties.

4.1 Quasi-Termination

A first basic notion of universal termination under a tabled execution mech-
anism is quasi-termination (a term borrowed from [Holst 1991], defining a
similar notion in the context of termination of off-line partial evaluation of
functional programs). It is formally defined as follows.

Definition 4.1 (Quasi-Termination). Let P be a program, TabP ⊆ PredP ,
and S ⊆ BE

P . P quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S iff for all A such that Ã ∈
S, the LG-forest w.r.t. TabP for P ∪ {←A} consists of a finite number of LG-
trees without infinite branches. Also, P quasi-terminates w.r.t. S iff P quasi-
terminates w.r.t. PredP and S.

Note that quasi-termination does not require that the LG-trees are finitely
branching in their nodes.

Example 4.2. Recall the program P , with TabP = { path/4}, and the set S =
{ path(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y , L)} of Example 3.3. The LG-forest w.r.t. TabP was
shown in Figure 2. P quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S.

Many works address the problem of termination of logic programs executed
under LD-resolution (see De Schreye and Decorte [1994] for a survey): A pro-
gram P is said to be LD-terminating w.r.t. a set S ⊆ BE

P iff for all A such that
Ã ∈ S, the LD-tree of P ∪ {←A} is finite. In the next lemma, we show that
the notion of LD-termination is stronger than the notion of quasi-termination.
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Fig. 3. The LG-forest for P ∪ {←p(X )} w.r.t. {p/1}.

Moreover, Example 4.2 shows that the notion of LD-termination is strictly
stronger than the notion of quasi-termination.

LEMMA 4.3. Let P be a program, TabP ⊆ PredP , and S ⊆ BE
P . If P LD-

terminates w.r.t. S, then P quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S.

PROOF. Let A be an atom such that Ã ∈ S. Let F be the LG-forest w.r.t. TabP
for P ∪ {←A}. If P LD-terminates w.r.t. S, it is easy to see that Call(P, {A}) is
finite. Hence, Call(P, {A}) ∩ BE

TabP
is finite, and F consists of a finite number of

LG-trees.
Now we prove that no tree in F has an infinite branch. Suppose this is not

the case and that there is a tree in F with an infinite branch. Let H be the
leftmost atom of a goal labeling a node in this infinite branch. Then, H has an
infinite LD-derivation. Indeed, we can extend the infinite branch to obtain an
LD-derivation, by replacing answer clause resolution for selected tabled atoms
by their corresponding LD-derivation. This gives a contradiction.

Note that by definition, P quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP = ∅ and S iff P
LD-terminates w.r.t. S.

We next state some other properties of the quasi-termination notion.

Example 4.4. Consider the following program P :


p(a) ←
p( f (X )) ← p(X ), q(X )
q(X ) ←

with set of tabled predicates TabP = {p/1} and S = {p(X )}. The LG-forest is
shown in Figure 3. P quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S. Observe that the call
set Call(P, {p(X )}) = {p(X ), q(a), . . . , q( f n(a)), . . .} is infinite. But, the set of
tabled atoms in the call set is finite; Call(P, {p(X )}) ∩ BE

TabP
= {p(X )}. Indeed,

since the quasi-termination notion requires that there are only finitely many
LG-trees in the LG-forest of a goal, there can only be a finite number of tabled
atoms in the call set of that goal.

LEMMA 4.5. Let P be a program, TabP ⊆ PredP , and S ⊆ BE
P . If P quasi-

terminates w.r.t. TabP and S, then, for all A such that Ã ∈ S, Call(P, {A}) ∩
BE

TabP
is finite.

PROOF. The implication follows from the fact that for every A such that
Ã ∈ S, B is the root of an LG-tree in the LG-forest w.r.t. TabP of P ∪ {←A} iff
B̃ ∈ (Call(P, {A}) ∩ BE

TabP
) ∪ {Ã }.
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If TabP = PredP , an LG-tree cannot have infinite branches. So, P quasi-
terminates w.r.t. a set S iff for all A such that Ã ∈ S, the LG-forest for P ∪ {←A}
consists of a finite number of LG-trees. Hence, in the special case where all
predicates are tabled, also the other direction of Lemma 4.5 holds.

LEMMA 4.6. Let P be a program, TabP = PredP , and S ⊆ BE
P . P quasi-

terminates w.r.t. S iff for all A such that Ã ∈ S, Call(P, {A}) is finite.

PROOF. Since TabP = PredP , by Point (4a) in Definition 3.1 an LG-tree can-
not have infinite branches. The equivalence then follows from the fact that
for every A such that Ã ∈ S, B is the root of an LG-tree in the LG-forest of
P ∪ {←A} iff B̃ ∈ Call(P, {A}).

When all predicates are tabled, from the above lemma, it follows that if P is
function-free, P quasi-terminates w.r.t. any set of queries S.

It should be mentioned that Lemma 4.6 does not hold in case the set of
tabled predicates of a program is a strict subset of the set of all predicates oc-
curring in the program. A counterexample for the only-if direction was given
in Example 4.4. A counterexample for the if-direction is given by the pro-
gram P = {p ← p}, the set S = {p}, and TabP = ∅. The LG-forest consists of
one tree, namely the LD-tree of P ∪ {←p} (so quasi-termination is the same
as LD-termination). P does not quasi-terminate w.r.t. TabP and S, whereas
Call(P, {p}) = {p} is a finite set.

4.2 LG-Termination

As already noted, the notion of quasi-termination only partially corresponds to
our intuitive notion of a terminating execution of a goal against a tabled pro-
gram. Therefore, the following stronger notion of LG-termination is introduced.

Definition 4.7 (LG-Termination). Let P be a program, TabP ⊆ PredP , and
S ⊆ BE

P . P LG-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S iff for every atom A such that
Ã ∈ S, the LG-forest w.r.t. TabP for P ∪ {←A} consists of a finite number of
finite LG-trees. Also, P LG-terminates w.r.t. S iff P LG-terminates w.r.t. PredP
and S.

Note that by definition, P LG-terminates w.r.t. TabP = ∅ and S iff P LD-
terminates w.r.t. S.

Recall the program P and set S of Example 3.3. The LG-forest of P and S
w.r.t. TabP = { path/4} was shown in Figure 2. Note that there are infinitely
branching nodes in the LG-trees. Hence, P does not LG-terminate w.r.t. TabP
and S. Observe that if the program P is called with an acyclic graph as input,
we have LG-termination and even LD-termination. The program P ′ of the
following example is obtained from P by removing the last argument of the
path/4 predicate in which the path is computed; the resulting predicate is
named reachable/3. When P ′ is called with a cyclic graph as input, we have
LG-termination (but no LD-termination).

Example 4.8. The following program P ′ computes the reachable nodes from
a given node in a given graph.
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Fig. 4. The LG-forest for P ′ ∪ {← reachable(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y )} w.r.t. {reachable/3}.




reachable(X , Ed , Y ) ← edge(X , Ed , Y )
reachable(X , Ed , Z ) ← edge(X , Ed , Y ), reachable(Y , Ed , Z )
edge(X , [e(X , Y )|L], Y ) ←
edge(X , [e(X 1, X 2)|L], Y ) ← edge(X , L, Y )

Let S′ = {reachable(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y )} and TabP ′ = {reachable/3}. Then,

Call(P ′, S′) = {reachable(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y ), reachable(b, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y ),
edge(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y ), edge(a, [e(b, a)], Y ), edge(a, [ ], Y ),
edge(b, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y ), edge(b, [e(b, a)], Y ), edge(b, [ ], Y )}.

The LG-forest w.r.t. TabP ′ for P ′ and S′ is shown in Figure 4. There are
2 LG-trees as only 2 tabled atoms are called, both with finite branches and
finitely branching nodes (the selected tabled atoms have finitely many com-
puted answers). P ′ LG-terminates w.r.t. TabP ′ and S′. Observe that P ′ does not
LD-terminate w.r.t. S′.

Example 3.3 showed that LG-termination is strictly stronger than quasi-
termination. Example 4.8 illustrates that LD-termination is strictly stronger
than LG-termination.

LEMMA 4.9. Let P be a program, TabP ⊆ PredP , and S ⊆ BE
P . If P LG-

terminates w.r.t. TabP and S, then P quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S. If P
LD-terminates w.r.t. S, then P LG-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S.

PROOF. The first statement is trivial by definition. The second statement is a
corollary of the following Proposition 4.11 with Tab1 = ∅ and Tab2 = TabP .

We next state some other properties of the LG-termination notion. Observe
first that if a program quasi-terminates w.r.t. a tabling and a set S and the
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Fig. 5. Part of the infinite LG-forest for P ∪ {←p(X )} w.r.t. {p/1, q/1}.

program does not LG-terminate w.r.t. that tabling and S, then there does not
exist a tabling such that the program LG-terminates w.r.t. that tabling and S.
This is proven in the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.10. Let P be a program and S ⊆ BE
P a set of queries. Suppose

there exists a tabling Tab∗
P ⊆ PredP such that P quasi-terminates w.r.t. Tab∗

P
and S and P does not LG-terminate w.r.t. Tab∗

P and S. Then for all tablings
TabP ⊆ PredP , P does not LG-terminate w.r.t. TabP and S.

PROOF. Let Tab∗
P ⊆ PredP be such that P quasi-terminates w.r.t. Tab∗

P and S
and such that P does not LG-terminate w.r.t. Tab∗

P and S. Then, there exists a
predicate p ∈ Tab∗

P ∩ RecP , such that there is a p-atom in Call(P, S) which has
infinitely many different (nonvariant) computed answers. Since tabling does not
influence the set of call patterns nor the set of computed answer substitutions
(e.g., see Kanamori and Kawamura [1993, Theorem 2.1]), there cannot exist a
tabling such that P LG-terminates w.r.t. that tabling and the set S.

The next proposition studies the relationship between the LG-termination
of P w.r.t. two tablings, where one is a subset of the other.

PROPOSITION 4.11. Let P be a program. Let PredP = Tab1 ∪ NTab1 and
PredP = Tab2 ∪ NTab2. Suppose Tab1 ⊆ Tab2. Let S ⊆ BE

P . If P LG-terminates
w.r.t. Tab1 and S, then P LG-terminates w.r.t. Tab2 and S.

PROOF. Let A be an atom such that Ã ∈ S. Let F1 be the LG-forest w.r.t. Tab1
of P ∪ {←A}, and let F2 be the LG-forest w.r.t. Tab2 of P ∪ {←A}. We know that
F1 consists of a finite number of finite LG-trees. So, � Call(P, {A}) < ∞; hence,
�(Call(P, {A}) ∩ BE

Tab2
) < ∞, and F2 consists of a finite number of LG-trees. The

LG-trees in F2 are finite, since each LG-tree in F2 can be extended to obtain an
LG-tree in F1 and since the trees in F1 are finite.

The example below shows that this proposition does not hold for quasi-
termination.

Example 4.12. Recall the program P and set S = {p(X )} of Example 4.4.
Let Tab1 = {p/1} (as in Example 4.4) and Tab2 = {p/1, q/1}. Then, P quasi-
terminates w.r.t. Tab1 and S (the LG-forest in this case was shown in Figure 3).
The LG-forest for P w.r.t. Tab2 and S consists of the tree of Figure 3 together
with the infinite number of trees of Figure 5. So, P does not quasi-terminate
w.r.t. Tab2 and S.

4.3 Characterization of LG-Termination through Quasi-Termination

We now relate the notions of quasi-termination and LG-termination in a more
detailed way. By definition, quasi-termination only corresponds to part of the
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LG-termination notion; it fails to capture nontermination caused by an in-
finitely branching node in an LG-tree. Now, if an LG-forest, consisting of trees
with only finite branches, contains a tree with an infinitely branching node,
then there is an LG-tree in the forest which is infinitely branching in a node
which contains a goal with a selected atom which is tabled and recursive.3 This
observation leads to the following lemma. We denote the set of tabled, recursive
predicates in a program P with TRP :

TRP = TabP ∩ RecP .

LEMMA 4.13. Let P be a program, TabP ⊆ PredP , and S ⊆ BE
P . P LG-

terminates w.r.t. TabP and S iff P quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S and for all
A such that Ã ∈ S, the set of LD-computed answers for atoms in Call(P, {A}) ∩
BE

TRP
is finite.

Based on the observation in Lemma 4.13, we next define a transformation on
programs, called the answer-transformation or briefly a-transformation, such
that LG-termination of a program P is equivalent to the quasi-termination of
the program Pa obtained by applying the answer-transformation on P .

Definition 4.14 (A(nswer)-Transformation). Let P be a program and
TabP ⊆ PredP . The a-transformation on P and TabP is defined as follows:

—For a clause C = H ← B1, . . . , Bm in P , we define

Ca = H ← B1, B∗
1, . . . , Bm, B∗

m

with B∗
i defined as follows (suppose Bi = p(t1, . . . , tn)):

if p ∈ TabP and p  Rel (H) then B∗
i = pa(t1, . . . , tn), where pa/n is a new

predicate, else B∗
i = true; note that the atoms true can be trivially removed.

Let TRa
P = {pa/n | p/n ∈ TRP }.

—For the program P , we define

Pa = {Ca | C ∈ P} ∪ {
pa(X 1, . . . , X n) ← | pa/n ∈ TRa

P

}
.

—The set of tabled predicates of the program Pa is defined as

TabPa = TabP ∪ TRa
P .

Example 4.15. Let P be the program of Example 3.3, with TabP = { path/4}.
The answer-transformation of P is the following program where TabPa =
{ path/4, patha

/4}.

Pa :




path(X , Ed, Y , [Y ]) ← edge(X , Ed, Y )
path(X , Ed, Z , [Y |L]) ← edge(X , Ed, Y ), path(Y , Ed, Z , L),

patha(Y , Ed, Z , L)
edge(X , [e(X , Y )|L], Y ) ←
edge(X , [e(X 1, X 2)|L], Y ) ← edge(X , L, Y )
patha(X , Ed, Y , L) ←

It is easy to see that Call(P, S) = Call(Pa, S) ∩ BE
P . Also, if by cas(P, {p(t)})

we denote the set of computed answer substitutions for p(t) in P , then
cas(P, {p(t)}) = cas(Pa, {p(t)}) for all p(t) ∈ BE

P . It is important to note that, if we

3A proof of this informal statement is given in the electronic appendix.
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Fig. 6. The LG-forest for Pa ∪ {← path(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y , L)} w.r.t. TabPa .

have a query p(t) ∈ BE
TRP

to the program P , then p(t)σ is a computed answer if
pa(t)σ ∈ Call(Pa, {p(t)}). This is in fact the main purpose of the transformation.

THEOREM 4.16 (LG-TERMINATION IN TERMS OF QUASI-TERMINATION). Let P be
a program, TabP ⊆ PredP , and S ⊆ BE

P . P LG-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S iff
Pa quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabPa and S.

Example 4.17 (Example 4.15 Continued). In Figure 2 we showed the LG-
forest w.r.t. TabP of P and { path(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y , L)}. Observe that P does
not LG-terminate w.r.t. TabP and { path(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y , L)}, since the trees
are infinitely branching. The LG-forest of Pa and { path(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y , L)}
w.r.t. TabPa is shown in Figure 6. Note that there are infinitely many
LG-trees in the forest; Pa does not quasi-terminate w.r.t. TabPa and
{ path(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y , L)}.

5. CONDITIONS FOR TERMINATION OF TABLED LOGIC PROGRAMS

In this section, we give sufficient conditions for the notions of quasi-termination
and LG-termination. We prove that these conditions are also necessary in case
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the tabling satisfies the property of being well-chosen. First, we want to note
that the termination conditions are adapted from the acceptability notion for
LD-termination defined in De Schreye et al. [1992], and not from the more
“standard” definition of acceptability by Apt and Pedreschi [1993]. The reason
for this choice is that the quasi-termination as well as the LG-termination
property of a tabled program and query is not closed under substitution. To see
this, consider the following example from Leuschel et al. [1997].

Example 5.1. Let p/2 be a tabled predicate defined by the following clause.
p( f (X ), Y ) ← p(X , Y )

Then, the goal ←p(X , Y ) terminates while ←p(X , X ) does not.

The acceptability notion in Apt and Pedreschi [1993] is expressed in terms
of ground instances of clauses, and its associated notion of LD-termination is
expressed in terms of the set of all queries that are bounded under the given
level mapping. Such sets are closed under substitution. Because quasi- and LG-
termination lack invariance under substitution, we need a stronger notion of
acceptability, capable of treating any set of queries.

We next introduce the notion of well-chosen tabling w.r.t. a program. If the
tabling is well-chosen, we are able to give a necessary and sufficient condition
for quasi-termination and for LG-termination. If the tabling is not well-chosen,
the condition is still sufficient.

We first introduce some notation. Let P be a program, and let G P be the
dependency graph of the predicates of P . For a tabling TabP for P and predicates
p, q ∈ NTabP with p  q (note that this includes the special case p = q), let
C1(p, q), C2(p, q), and C3(p, q) denote the following disjoint cases:

C1(p, q):. All cycles of directed arcs in G P containing p and q contain no predi-
cate from TabP .

C2(p, q):. All cycles of directed arcs in G P containing p and q contain at least
one predicate from TabP .

C3(p, q):. There is a cycle of directed arcs in G P containing p and q which
contains no predicate from TabP , and there is a cycle of directed arcs in G P
containing p and q which contains a predicate from TabP .

Note that C1(p, q), C2(p, q), and C3(p, q) depend on the program P (more pre-
cisely on the dependency graph G P of P ) and on the tabling TabP for P . When
referring to one of these three cases, it will always be clear from the context
which program and tabling are under consideration. Given a program P and
tabling TabP , for all predicates p, q ∈ NTabP with p  q, exactly one of the
cases C1(p, q), C2(p, q), or C3(p, q) holds.

Example 5.2. Consider the following three propositional programs P , P ′,
and P ′′:

P :




a ← b
b ← c
c ← b

P ′ :




a ← b
b ← c
c ← a

P ′′ :




a ← b
b ← c
c ← a
c ← b

with TabP = TabP ′ = TabP ′′ = {a/0}.
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For the program P , we have that C1(b, c) holds. For the program P ′, we have
that C2(b, c) holds. For the program P ′′, we have that C3(b, c) holds.

We next define the notion of well-chosen tabling w.r.t. a program P . A tabling
for P is well-chosen w.r.t. P if it is such that the third case C3 never occurs.

Definition 5.3 (Well-Chosen Tabling). Let P be a program. The tabling
TabP is called well-chosen w.r.t. the program P iff for every p, q ∈ NTabP such
that p  q, either C1(p, q) or C2(p, q) holds.

Note that in case TabP is well-chosen w.r.t. P , we have that if p, q, r ∈ NTabP
and p  q  r and C1(p, q) (resp. C2(p, q)) holds, then C1(q, r) (resp. C2(q, r))
holds. In the special case that NTabP ⊆ {p ∈ PredP | p is a nonrecursive or
only directly recursive predicate} or that NTabP = ∅ (i.e., TabP = PredP ), the
tabling TabP is well-chosen w.r.t. P .

Example 5.4. Recall the programs P , P ′, and P ′′ of Example 5.2. The
tabling {a/0} is well-chosen w.r.t. P and P ′, but not w.r.t. P ′′.

5.1 Quasi-Termination

We now introduce the notion of quasi-acceptability, in general a sufficient
condition for quasi-termination. In case the tabling is well-chosen, quasi-
acceptability is also a necessary condition for quasi-termination. An intuitive
explanation of the quasi-acceptability condition is given after Theorem 5.6.

Definition 5.5 (Quasi-Acceptability). Let P be a program, TabP ⊆ PredP ,
and S ⊆ BE

P . P is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. TabP and S iff there is a level mapping
|.| on BE

P such that for all A such that Ã ∈ S, |.| is finitely partitioning on
Call(P, {A}) ∩ BE

TabP
and such that

—for every atom A such that Ã ∈ Call(P, S),
—for every clause H ← B1, . . . , Bn in P , such that mgu(A, H) = θ exists,
—for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
—for every c.a.s. θi − 1 for ← (B1, . . . , Bi−1)θ :

|A| ≥ |Biθθi−1|
and
|A| > |Biθθi−1| if Rel(A)  Rel(Bi) and Rel(A), Rel(Bi) ∈ NTabP and

C2(Rel(A), Rel(Bi)) does not hold.

THEOREM 5.6 (CONDITION FOR QUASI-TERMINATION). Let P be a program,
TabP ⊆ PredP , and S ⊆ BE

P . If P is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. TabP and S, then P
quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S. If the tabling TabP is well-chosen w.r.t. P,
then the converse also holds, i.e., P is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. TabP and S iff P
quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S.

The intuition behind the quasi-acceptability condition is as follows:

—If TabP = ∅ (i.e., when no predicate is tabled), the (necessary and sufficient)
quasi-acceptability condition—which then comes down to a condition very
similar to an already existing termination condition for LD-resolution (see
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Fig. 7. The LG-forests for P ∪ {←a} and for P ′ ∪ {←a}.

De Schreye et al. [1992])—states that, for each call, there is a decrease be-
tween the level of the call and the level of each immediate descending call,
and for recursive descending calls this decrease is strict. This last condition
prevents infinite branches in the LD-tree.

—If TabP = PredP (i.e., when all predicates are tabled—the case considered by
Decorte et al. [1997]), then the (necessary and sufficient) quasi-acceptability
condition states that, for each call, there is a (possibly nonstrict) decrease be-
tween the level of the call and the levels of the immediate descending calls,
and that the level mapping is finitely partitioning on the call set. This con-
dition prevents infinite branches in an LD-derivation, containing an infinite
number of different (nonvariant) selected atoms. That is, it prevents that
the LG-forest w.r.t. PredP consists of an infinite number of trees. Infinite
branches containing a finite number of different selected atoms are allowed,
since these are handled finitely when all predicates are tabled (they give rise
to only a finite number of trees in the LG-forest w.r.t. PredP ).

—The quasi-acceptability condition in the general case, i.e., where TabP ⊆
PredP , combines these two special cases. Note that a strict decrease between
the levels of a nontabled call and an immediate descending nontabled re-
cursive call is not required if all the cycles in the dependency graph, which
contain these two recursive predicates, contain also a tabled predicate. In-
deed, such cycles cannot result in an infinite branch, since the branch gets
“broken” when the tabled atom in the cycle is selected (recall from Point
(4a) in Definition 3.1 that tabled selected atoms are resolved with answer
clauses). In case the tabling is well-chosen—in which case the condition is
also necessary—all cycles containing two given nontabled predicates either
contain a tabled predicate and cannot lead to infinite branches, or contain
no tabled predicate and infinite branches are prevented by imposing a strict
decrease in all cycles.

Example 5.7. Recall programs P and P ′ with TabP = TabP ′ = {a/0} of
Example 5.2. Let S = {a}. The LG-forests for P ∪ {←a} and P ′ ∪ {←a} are
shown in Figure 7. P does not quasi-terminate w.r.t. {a/0} and S, whereas
P ′ quasi-terminates w.r.t. {a/0} and S. This can be proven by Theorem 5.6.
Recall from Example 5.4 that for both programs, the tablings are well-chosen.
Also note that, because the programs are propositional, every level mapping is
finitely partitioning on the whole Herbrand base.

Consider program P first. Recall that for this program and tabling {a/0} the
condition C1(b, c) holds. Note that there is no level mapping |.| such that |b| > |c|
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and |c| > |b| holds. Hence, the condition in Theorem 5.6 cannot be satisfied and
P does not quasi-terminate w.r.t. {a/0} and S. Now consider program P ′. Recall
that for this program and tabling {a/0} the condition C2(b, c) holds. Let |.| be the
following level mapping |a| = |b| = |c| = 0. With this level mapping, P ′ satisfies
the condition of Theorem 5.6, and hence P ′ quasi-terminates w.r.t. {a/0} and S.

The quasi-acceptability condition is necessary only in case the tabling is well-
chosen. We next give an example of a program P , a tabling TabP which is not
well-chosen w.r.t. P , and a set of queries S, such that P quasi-terminates w.r.t.
TabP and S, but P is not quasi-acceptable w.r.t. TabP and S.

Example 5.8. Let P be the following program:{
p(X ) ← q(X )
q(X ) ← r(X )

r(s(X )) ← q(X )
r(X ) ← p(X )

with tabling TabP = {p/1}. Notice that TabP is not well-chosen w.r.t. P . Let
S = {p(0)}. P quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S. We show that P is not quasi-
acceptable w.r.t. TabP and S. Suppose that there exists a level mapping |.|
such that P is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. TabP , S, and this level mapping |.| (we
prove a contradiction). Then, for this level mapping, the following inequalities
must hold: |p(0)| ≥ |q(0)|, |q(0)| > |r(0)| (since C3(q, r) holds, and so C2(q, r) does
not hold), and |r(0)| ≥ |p(0)|. Hence, |p(0)| > |p(0)| must hold, but this gives a
contradiction.

Looking closely at this example, we see that the recursive clause r(s(X )) ←
q(X ), with nontabled predicates r/1 and q/1, is actually never used. If we re-
move this clause from the program then case C2(q, r) is applicable, the tabling
becomes well-chosen, and the quasi-acceptability condition holds. Thus, this
example suggests that the quasi-acceptability condition could in principle be
refined by keeping track of the cycle which is traversed: only for cycles contain-
ing no tabled predicate a strict decrease should be required.

5.2 LG-Termination

In analogy to quasi-termination, we now present a necessary and sufficient
condition for LG-termination in case the tabling is well-chosen. In case the
tabling is not well-chosen, the condition is still sufficient.

Note that Theorem 4.16 already provides a characterization of LG-
termination of a program in terms of quasi-termination. That is, to prove the
LG-termination of P w.r.t. TabP and S, it suffices to prove the quasi-termination
of Pa, the a-transformation of the program P , w.r.t. TabPa and S. To prove quasi-
termination, we can use the results of Section 5.1. Namely, it is sufficient (and
necessary in case the tabling is well-chosen4) to prove the quasi-acceptability of
Pa w.r.t. TabPa and S. However, the condition of quasi-acceptability on Pa can
be weakened, i.e., some of the decreases “|A| ≥ |Biθθi−1|” need not be checked
because they can always be fulfilled. In particular, we only have to require the
nonstrict decrease for recursive, tabled body atoms Bi (to obtain an LG-forest

4Note that TabP is well-chosen w.r.t. P iff TabPa is well-chosen w.r.t. Pa.
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with only finitely many LG-trees) or for body atoms Bi of the form pa(t1, . . . , tn)
(to obtain LG-trees which are finitely branching); the conditions on nontabled,
recursive predicates remain the same. The following notion of LG-acceptability
gives this optimized condition for LG-termination of a program.

Definition 5.9 (LG-Acceptability). Let P be a program, TabP ⊆ PredP , and
S ⊆ BE

P . P is LG-acceptable w.r.t. TabP and S iff there is a level mapping |.|
on BE

Pa such that for all A such that Ã ∈ S, |.| is finitely partitioning on
Call(Pa, {A}) ∩ BE

TRP ∪TRa
P
, and such that

—for every atom A such that Ã ∈ Call(P, S),
—for every clause H ← B1, . . . , Bn in Pa, such that mgu(A, H) = θ exists,
—for every Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that Rel (Bi)  Rel (H) or Rel (Bi) ∈ TRa

P ,
—for every c.a.s. θi−1 in Pa for ← (B1, . . . , Bi − 1)θ :

|A| ≥ |Biθθi−1|
and
|A| > |Biθθi−1| if Rel (A)  Rel (Bi) and Rel (A), Rel (Bi) ∈ NTabP and

C2(Rel (A), Rel (Bi)) does not hold.

THEOREM 5.10 (CONDITION FOR LG-TERMINATION). Let P be a program,
TabP ⊆ PredP , and S ⊆ BE

P . If P is LG-acceptable w.r.t. TabP and S, then P
LG-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S. If the tabling TabP is well-chosen w.r.t. P,
then also the converse holds, i.e., P is LG-acceptable w.r.t. TabP and S iff P
LG-terminates w.r.t. TabP and S.

Example 5.11. Recall the part R of the grammar program (Section 3.1)
which recognizes the language anb:

R :




s(Si, So) ← a(Si, S), S = [b|So]
a(Si, So) ← a(Si, S), a(S, So)
a(Si, So) ← Si = [a|So]

with TabR = {a/2}. We show that R LG-terminates w.r.t. {a/2} and S =
{s(si, So) | si is a ground list consisting of constants a, b and So is a variable}.
Consider the a-transformation of R:

Ra :




s(Si, So) ← a(Si, S), S = [b|So]
a(Si, So) ← a(Si, S), aa(Si, S), a(S, So), aa(S, So)
a(Si, So) ← Si = [a|So]
aa(Si, So) ←

with TabRa = {a/2, aa/2}. In applying Theorem 5.10, we only have to consider
the second clause of Ra. Note that, for all a(t1, t2) ∈ Call (Ra, {s(si, So)}), t1 is
a sublist of si and t2 is a variable. Also, for all aa(v1, v2) ∈ Call (Ra, {s(si, So)}),
v1 is a sublist of si and v2 is a (strict) sublist of v1. Let ‖.‖l denote the list-length
norm,5 and let |.| be the following level mapping:

5The list-length norm is defined as follows:{
‖[h|t]‖l = 1 + ‖t‖l
‖u‖l = 0 if u �= [h|t].
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|a(t1, t2)| = 2‖t1‖l
|aa(v1, v2)| = ‖v1‖l + ‖v2‖l

Note that |.| is finitely partitioning on the whole set Call(Ra, S) ∩ BE
{a/2,aa/2}. It

can be easily verified that R and S, together with |.|, satisfy the conditions of
Theorem 5.10. Hence, R LG-terminates w.r.t. {a/2} and S.

6. MODULAR TERMINATION PROOFS FOR TABLED LOGIC PROGRAMS

In the context of programming in the large, it is important to be able to ob-
tain modular termination proofs, i.e., proofs built by combining termination
proofs of separate components of the program. Starting from the quasi- and
LG-acceptability conditions, we present modular proofs for quasi-termination
in Sections 6.1 and 6.3, and for LG-termination in Section 6.2. We consider the
union P ∪ R of two programs P and R, where P extends6 R, and we prove the
quasi/LG-termination of P ∪ R by imposing conditions on the two components
P and R.

In order to fix a notation, for PredP ∪ R = TabP∪R ∪ NTabP∪R , let

TabP = TabP∪R ∩ PredP , NTabP = NTabP∪R ∩ PredP ,
TabR = TabP∪R ∩ PredR , NTabR = NTabP∪R ∩ PredR .

Thus, the tabling of a union of programs determines the tabling of its compo-
nents. Note that TabP also contains predicates that are tabled in P ∪ R but
defined in R.

In the following, we give modular termination proofs for the union P ∪ R of
two programs where P extends R. We also discuss and illustrate the special
cases where P extends R and where

(1) no defined predicate in P is tabled;
(2) all defined predicates in P are tabled; or
(3) R also extends P .

The reason for considering these special cases separately is because they
occur quite often in practice and, more importantly, because simpler modular
termination conditions can be given for them.

6.1 Modular Conditions for Quasi-Termination

Throughout this section, we will consider the following example.

Example 6.1. Consider the following union of programs U = T ∪ P ∪ R ∪ P ′

with TabU = {path/4}. Let S = {reachable(rome, X )}; then U will compute the
cities belonging to the same region r as rome and which are reachable from rome
making use of the list of connections of the region r. The program P ′ contains
facts giving the region to which each city belongs and the list of connections
in each region (a connection between city c1 and city c2 is given by the term
e(c1, c2)).

6Recall that a program P extends a program R iff no predicate defined in P occurs in R.
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T :
{

reachable(X , Y ) ← inregion(X , R), connections(R, Ed ), path(X , Ed , Y , L)

P :
{

path(X , Ed , Y , [Y ]) ← edge(X , Ed , Y )
path(X , Ed , Z , [Y |L]) ← edge(X , Ed , Y ), path(Y , Ed , Z , L)

R :
{

edge(X , [e(X , Y )|L], Y ) ←
edge(X , [e(X 1, X 2)|L], Y ) ← edge(X , L, Y )

P ′ :




inregion(city, region).
· · ·
connections(region, list of connections).
· · ·

We will prove that U quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabU and S. We will do this in a
modular way:

—In Example 6.3, we prove that U = T ∪ (P ∪ R ∪ P ′) quasi-terminates, given
that (P ∪ R ∪ P ′) quasi-terminates.

—In Example 6.4, we prove that P ∪ R quasi-terminates (recall that P ∪ R is
the program of Example 3.3 in Section 3.2).

—In Example 6.6, we prove that (P ∪ R) ∪ P ′ quasi-terminates, given that
(P ∪ R) and P ′ quasi-terminate.

PROPOSITION 6.2. Suppose P and R are two programs, such that P extends
R. Let S ⊆ BE

P∪R. If

—R quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabR and Call(P ∪ R, S),
—there is a level mapping |.| on BE

P such that for all A such that Ã ∈ S, |.|
is finitely partitioning on Call(P ∪ R, {A}) ∩ BE

TabP ∪DTR
, where DTR = {q ∈

DefR ∩ PredP | q depends on a predicate of TabR}, and such that
—for every atom A such that Ã ∈ Call (P ∪ R, S),
—for every clause H ← B1, . . . , Bn in P such that mgu(A, H) = θ exists,
—for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
—for every c.a.s. θi−1 in P ∪ R for ← (B1, . . . , Bi−1)θ :

|A| ≥ |Biθθi−1|
and
|A| > |Biθθi−1| if Rel (A)  Rel(Bi) and Rel(A), Rel(Bi) ∈ NTabP and

C2(Rel(A), Rel(Bi)) does not hold,

then P ∪ R quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP∪R and S.

Example 6.3 (Example 6.1 Continued). We illustrate the above proposition
by proving that U = T ∪ (P ∪ R ∪ P ′) quasi-terminates w.r.t. { path/4} and S =
{reachable(rome, X )}, given that P ∪R∪P ′ quasi-terminates w.r.t. { path/4} and
Call(U, S). The quasi-termination of P ∪ R ∪ P ′ will be shown in the following
examples. The trivial level mapping (mapping every atom to 0) satisfies the
condition of the proposition; there is no recursive call to a nontabled predicate
in T and the set of called path-atoms is finite (since the extensional database
P ′ is finite).
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Notice that the level mapping |.| for P in Proposition 6.2 must be finitely
partitioning on Call(P ∪ R, {A}) ∩ BE

DTR
, where DTR = {q ∈ DefR ∩ PredP | q

depends on a predicate of TabR}. This is needed in order to connect both parts P
and R. In some cases however, this condition is too strong. We will therefore, in
Section 6.3, present another, weaker, modular condition for quasi-termination.
In that condition, the level mapping for the part P does not have to be finitely
partitioning on Call(P ∪ R, {A}) ∩ BE

DTR
; the connection between the two parts

P and R will be made by another level mapping for the part P , which is related
to the level mapping for the part R.

The case of two programs P and R, such that P extends R and such that no
defined predicate in P is tabled (mentioned as Point (1) in the introduction of
this section), does not give rise to simpler modular conditions. In the case where
P extends R and all defined predicates in P are tabled (mentioned as Point (2)),
the condition of Proposition 6.2 can be simplified: all recursive predicates in P
are tabled, and hence a strict decrease between the levels of head and body
atoms for the clauses of P is never required. We illustrate this case in the
following example.

Example 6.4 (Example 6.1 Continued). We prove that P ∪ R quasi-
terminates w.r.t. TabP = { path/4} and Call(U, S) ∩ BE

P∪R . Observe that
DefP = { path/4} ⊆ TabP .

—First we prove that R quasi-terminates w.r.t. ∅ and Call(U, S) ∩ BE
R (or, since

there are no tabled atoms in R, that R LD-terminates w.r.t. Call(U, S) ∩ BE
R ).

We use Theorem 5.6 and show that R is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. ∅ and
Call(U, S) ∩ BE

R . Consider the following level mapping:

|edge(t1, t2, t3)| = ‖t2‖l

It can be easily seen that we have a strict decrease between the head and the
body atom of the recursive clause for edge in R. Hence, the quasi-acceptability
condition is satisfied.

—The trivial level mapping on BE
P satisfies the second condition in the proposi-

tion statement. Indeed, path is tabled so a strict decrease is never required,
and the set of called path-atoms is finite, since the database of facts compris-
ing P ′ is finite.

In the special case where two programs extend each other, we have the fol-
lowing modular condition for quasi-termination.

PROPOSITION 6.5. Let P1, P2 be two programs such that each extends the other.
Let S ⊆ BE

P1∪P2
. If, for i = 1, 2, Pi quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabPi and S ∩ BE

Pi
, then

P1 ∪ P2 quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP1∪P2 and S.

PROOF. Because P1 extends P2 and P2 extends P1, we have that, for all A ∈ S,
if A is defined in Pi, i ∈ {1, 2}, then Call(Pi, {A}) = Call(P1 ∪ P2, {A}) ∩ BE

Pi
. The

proposition follows then by definition of quasi-termination.

Example 6.6 (Example 6.1 Continued). We prove that (P ∪ R) ∪ P ′ quasi-
terminates w.r.t. { path/4} and Call(U, S) ∩ BE

P ∪ R ∪ P ′ , given that P ∪ R
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quasi-terminates w.r.t. { path/4} and Call(U, S) ∩ BE
P∪R (which was shown in

Example 6.4) and that P ′ quasi-terminates w.r.t. { path/4} and Call(U, S)∩ BE
P ′

(which is obvious, since it consists of a finite set of facts). We can apply Propo-
sition 6.5, since P ∪ R extends P ′ and vice versa, P ′ extends P ∪ R.

6.2 Modular Conditions for LG-Termination

Similarly to the case of quasi-termination, we want to have modular termi-
nation proofs for the LG-termination of the union P ∪ R of two programs P
and R, where P extends R. Note that, because of Theorem 4.16 and because
(P ∪ R)a = Pa ∪ Ra (if P extends R), we can use the modular proofs for quasi-
termination of Section 6.1. However, as we already noted in Section 5.2, we
can give simpler conditions which require less checks of decreases between the
levels of successive calls. These conditions are given below.

PROPOSITION 6.7. Let P and R be two programs, such that P extends R. Let
S ⊆ BE

P∪R. If

—R LG-terminates w.r.t. TabR and Call(P ∪ R, S), and
—there is a level mapping |.| on BE

Pa such that for all A such that Ã ∈ S, |.| is
finitely partitioning on Call(Pa ∪ R, {A}) ∩ BE

TRP ∪TRa
P
, and such that

—for every atom A such that Ã ∈ Call (P ∪ R, S),
—for every clause H ← B1, . . . , Bn in Pa such that mgu(A, H) = θ exists,
—for every Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that Rel(Bi)  Rel(H) or Rel(Bi) ∈ TRa

P ,
—for every c.a.s. θi−1 in Pa ∪ R for ← (B1, . . . , Bi−1)θ :

|A| ≥ |Biθθi−1|
and
|A| > |Biθθi−1| if Rel (A)  Rel(Bi) and Rel (A), Rel(Bi) ∈ NTabP and

C2(Rel(A), Rel(Bi)) does not hold

then P ∪ R LG-terminates w.r.t. TabP∪R and S.

In the case where no defined predicate in P is tabled, Pa = P and the condi-
tion can be simplified as follows.

PROPOSITION 6.8. Let P and R be two programs, such that P extends R and
such that DefP ⊆ NTabP . Let S ⊆ BE

P∪R. If

—R LG-terminates w.r.t. TabR and Call(P ∪ R, S),
—there is a level mapping |.| on BE

P such that
—for every atom A such that Ã ∈ Call(P ∪ R, S),
—for every clause H ← B1, . . . , Bn in P such that mgu(A, H) = θ exists,
—for every Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that Rel(Bi)  Rel(A),
—for every c.a.s. θi−1 in P ∪ R for ← (B1, . . . , Bi−1)θ :

|A| > |Biθθi−1|
then P ∪ R LG-terminates w.r.t. TabP∪R and S.
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PROOF. Because no defined predicate in P is tabled, Pa = P . Also, for all
p, q ∈ NTabP ∩ DefP with p  q, C1(p, q) holds. The proposition follows then
from Proposition 6.7.

Example 6.9. Recall program R of Example 5.11. Let P be the following
program which parses the language anb (see also Section 3.1, Figure 1):

P :




s(Si, So, PT ) ← a(Si, S), S = [b|So], PT = spt(PTa, b), a(Si, S, PTa)
a(Si, So, PT ) ← a(Si, S), a(S, So), PT = apt(PT1, PT2), a(Si, S, PT1),

a(S, So, PT2)
a(Si, So, PT ) ← Si = [a|So], PT = a

As already noted, P extends R. Let a/2 be the only tabled predicate in P ∪ R;
we refer to Section 3.1 for why this tabling is sufficient. Let S = {s(si, So, PT ) | si
is a ground list consisting of constants a, b, and So, PT are distinct variables}.
We show, using Proposition 6.8, that P ∪ R LG-terminates w.r.t. {a/2} and S.

—R LG-terminates w.r.t. {a/2} and Call(P ∪ R, S).
Note that, if a(t1, t2) ∈ Call(P ∪ R, s(si, So, PT )), then either t1 is a sublist
of si and t2 is a variable, or t1 and t2 are both sublists of si. In Example 5.11,
we proved that R LG-terminates w.r.t. this first kind of queries. To prove
that R LG-terminates w.r.t. the second kind of queries, we can again apply
Theorem 5.10. Since the proof is similar to the one given in Example 5.11,
we omit it here.

—Note first that, if a(t1, t2, P ) ∈ Call(P ∪ R, {s(si, So, PT )}), then t2 is a (strict)
sublist of t1, t1 is a sublist of si and P is a variable. Let |.| be the following level
mapping on Call(P ∪ R, S) ∩ BE

{a/3}: |a(t1, t2, P )| = ‖t1‖l − ‖t2‖l . Because of
the remark above, |.| is well-defined. Note that we only have to consider the
recursive clause for a/3 in the analysis.
—Consider the fourth body atom in the recursive clause for a/3. If this clause

is called with a(ti, to, PT ), with to a (strict) sublist of ti, then the fourth
body atom is called as a(ti, t, PT1) where to is a (strict) sublist of t and t is
a (strict) sublist of ti. Hence,

|a(ti, to, PT )| = ‖ti‖l − ‖to‖l > ‖ti‖l − ‖t‖l = |a(ti, t, PT1)|.
—Consider the last body atom. If the recursive clause is called with

a(ti, to, PT ), with to a (strict) sublist of ti, then the last body atom is called
as a(t, to, PT2) where to is a (strict) sublist of t and t is a (strict) sublist
of ti. Hence,

|a(ti, to, PT )| = ‖ti‖l − ‖to‖l > ‖t‖l − ‖to‖l = |a(t, to, PT2)|.
We conclude that P ∪ R and S satisfy the condition of Proposition 6.8, so
P ∪ R LG-terminates w.r.t. {a/2} and S.

Also in the special case where P extends R and all the defined predicates in
P are tabled, the modular condition of Proposition 6.7 can be simplified. Indeed,
if DefP ⊆ TabP , then all recursive predicates in P are tabled, and therefore a
strict decrease between the levels of head and body atoms for the clauses of P
is never required.
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Finally, we consider the case of two programs P1 and P2 extending each other.

PROPOSITION 6.10. Let P1, P2 be two programs such that each extends the
other. Let S ⊆ BE

P1∪P2
. If for i = 1, 2, Pi LG-terminates w.r.t. TabPi and S ∩ BE

Pi
,

then P1 ∪ P2 LG-terminates w.r.t. TabP1∪P2 and S.

PROOF. Analogous to Proposition 6.5.

6.3 Construction of Level Mappings in Modular Proofs for Quasi-Termination

We now take a closer look at the modular condition for quasi-termination of
Proposition 6.2. As already noticed, in that condition, the level mapping for P
has to be finitely partitioning on Call(P ∪ R, {A}) ∩ BE

DTR
, where DTR = {q ∈

DefR ∩ PredP | q depends on a predicate of TabR}. This is needed in order to
connect7 both parts P and R. However, in some cases, this condition is too
strong. We will now present a refinement of this condition. Instead of requiring
that the level mapping for P is finitely partitioning on Call(P ∪ R, {A}) ∩ BE

DTR
,

we will make the connection between P and R, by requiring the existence
of another level mapping for P which is related, in a specified way, to the
level mapping for R. More precisely, we will follow the approach of Apt and
Pedreschi [1994], where modular proofs for terminating programs (i.e., pro-
grams for which all SLD-derivations started with a ground goal are finite) and
left terminating programs (i.e., programs for which all LD-derivations started
with a ground goal are finite) are given. In Apt and Pedreschi [1994], (left)
termination of a program P ∪ R, where P extends R, is proven by construct-
ing a level mapping |.| for P ∪ R which satisfies some acceptability condition.
The level mapping |.| is constructed from simpler level mappings for the sep-
arate components P and R. Namely, |.| is constructed from |.|P , |.|R , and ‖.‖P ,
where |.|P , respectively |.|R , is a level mapping for P , respectively R, satisfying
the acceptability condition, and where ‖.‖P is a level mapping for P serving
as the connecting part between the two components. The level mapping |.| for
P ∪ R is then defined as |.|P + ‖.‖P on the atoms defined in P and as |.|R on
the atoms defined in R. It is proven that such a construction always returns
a level mapping satisfying the acceptability condition for the whole program
P ∪ R.

We first need the following lemma, which gives sufficient, modular conditions
on a level mapping in order to be finitely partitioning on some subset of the
extended Herbrand base. We use a slightly more general definition of a level
mapping, namely, a level mapping is a mapping from a subset of the extended
Herbrand base to the natural numbers.

LEMMA 6.11.

(1) Let P be a program and L ⊆ BE
P . Let |.|, ‖.‖ : L → N be level mappings. If |.|

is finitely partitioning on C ⊆ L, then |.| + ‖.‖ : L → N : A �→ (|.| + ‖.‖)(A) :=
|A| + ‖A‖ is finitely partitioning on C.

7Note that this problem of “connecting” the parts P and R does not occur in the case of LG-
termination; see Proposition 6.7.
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(2) Let P be a program and L1, L2 ⊆ BE
P , with L1 ∩ L2 = ∅. Let |.|1 : L1 → N and

|.|2 : L2 → N be level mappings. If, for i ∈ {1, 2}, |.|i is finitely partitioning on
Ci ⊆ Li, then |.|1 ∪ |.|2 : L1 ∪ L2 → N:

A �→ (|.|1 ∪ |.|2)(A) :=
{|A|1, A ∈ L1

|A|2, A ∈ L2

is finitely partitioning on C1 ∪ C2.

PROPOSITION 6.12. Let P and R be two programs such that P extends R, and
let S ⊆ BE

P∪R. If

(1) R is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. TabR, Call(P ∪ R, S) and the level mapping |.|R,
defined on BE

R and finitely partitioning on Call(P ∪ R, S) ∩ BE
TabR

,

(2) there is a level mapping |.|P defined on BE
P \BE

R and finitely partitioning on
Call(P ∪ R, S) ∩ BE

TabP \TabR
such that

—for every atom A such that Ã ∈ Call(P ∪ R, S),
—for every clause H ← B1, . . . , Bn in P, such that mgu(A, H) = θ exists,
—for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that Bi ∈ BE

P \BE
R ,

—for every c.a.s. θi−1 in P ∪ R for ← (B1, . . . , Bi−1)θ :
|A|P ≥ |Biθθi−1|P
and
|A|P > |Biθθi−1|P if Rel (A)  Rel (Bi) and Rel (A), Rel(Bi) ∈ NTabP

and C2(Rel (A), Rel (Bi)) does not hold,

(3) there exists a level mapping ‖.‖P on BE
P \BE

R such that
—for every atom A such that Ã ∈ Call(P ∪ R, S),
—for every clause H ← B1, . . . , Bn in P, such that mgu(A, H) = θ exists,
—for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
—for every c.a.s. θi−1 in P ∪ R for ← (B1, . . . , Bi−1)θ :

‖A‖P ≥
{‖Biθθi−1‖P , Biθθi−1 ∈ BE

P \BE
R

|Biθθi−1|R , Biθθi−1 ∈ BE
R

then, the following level mapping |.|, defined on BE
P∪R , is finitely partitioning on

Call(P ∪ R, S) ∩ BE
TabP∪R

:

|A| = (|.|R ∪ (|.|P + ‖.‖P ))(A) =
{|A|P + ‖A‖P if A ∈ BE

P \BE
R ,

|A|R if A ∈ BE
R ,

and P ∪ R is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. TabP∪R, S, and the level mapping |.|. Hence,
P ∪ R quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP∪R and S.

Example 6.13. Recall the program P ∪ R of Example 6.1; see also Exam-
ples 6.4 and 3.3.

P :
{

path(X , Ed , Y , [Y ]) ← edge(X , Ed , Y )
path(X , Ed , Z , [Y |L]) ← edge(X , Ed , Y ), path(Y , Ed , Z , L)

R :
{

edge(X , [e(X , Y )|L], Y ) ←
edge(X , [e(X 1, X 2)|L], Y ) ← edge(X , L, Y )

Let TabP∪R = { path/4} and S = { path(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y , L)}. We prove that
P ∪ R quasi-terminates w.r.t. { path/4} and S using the above proposition. The
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first two conditions of this proposition were already tackled in Example 6.4
(using a different set S; the arguments remain the same however).

(1) R is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. ∅, Call(P ∪ R, S) and the level mapping |.|R :

|edge(t1, t2, t3)|R = ‖t2‖l .

(2) The trivial level mapping, |.|P , on BE
P \BE

R = BE
{path} satisfies the second

condition of the proposition; path/4 is tabled so a strict decrease is never
required and there are a finite number of path-atoms in the call set.

(3) The following level mapping, ‖.‖P , on BE
P \BE

R = BE
{path} satisfies the third

condition of the proposition:

‖path(t1, t2, t3, t4)‖P = ‖t2‖l .

Hence, the level mapping |.|, on BE
P∪R , is defined as follows:

|path(t1, t2, t3, t4)| = ‖t2‖l
|edge(t1, t2, t3)| = ‖t2‖l

and by the proposition, the program P ∪ R is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. TabP∪R =
{ path/4}, S = { path(a, [e(a, b), e(b, a)], Y , L)} and the level mapping |.|.

7. TOWARD AUTOMATED TERMINATION PROOFS FOR TABLED PROGRAMS

Having described the basic framework for proving termination of tabled logic
programs, we now briefly discuss issues related to the automation of the ter-
mination conditions. We only point out the main ideas for the notion of quasi-
termination (the results for LG-termination carry over in the same way), and
we give an example; for a full version of this section, the reader is referred to
the electronic appendix. More detailed results, for the case TabP = PredP , can
also be found in Verbaeten and De Schreye [2000].

We show how the constraint-based, automatic approach for proving LD-
termination of Decorte et al. [1999] can be extended so as to automatically
prove quasi-termination of tabled logic programs. Our results hold for the class
of simply-moded, well-moded programs and queries [Apt and Etalle 1993].

We first recall the main ideas of Decorte et al. [1999] where a new strategy for
automatically proving LD-termination of logic programs w.r.t. sets of queries
is developed. A symbolic termination condition is introduced, called rigid ac-
ceptability, by parameterizing the concepts of norm, level mapping, and model.
The rigid acceptability condition is translated into a system of constraints on
the values of the introduced symbols only. A system of constraints identifies
sets of suitable norms, level mappings, and models which can be used in the
termination condition. In other words, if a solution for the constraint system
exists, termination can be proved. The solving of constraint sets enables the
different components of a termination proof to cooperate and to direct the proof
toward success (if there is). The method of Decorte et al. [1999] is both efficient
and precise.

In order to prove termination using this automatic, constraint-based method,
it is important to have a termination condition which is stated at the clause level
(and not on sets of calls as the quasi-acceptability condition of Theorem 5.6 is).
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In most automatic approaches, and in particular in that of Decorte et al. [1999],
this is obtained by requiring that the level mapping is rigid on the call set.

Definition 7.1 (Rigid Level Mapping). Let P be a program and C ⊆ BE
P . A

level mapping |.| is rigid on C iff for all atoms A ∈ C, for all substitutions ψ ,
|A| = |Aψ |.

If a level mapping is rigid on the call set, the atoms in the call set can be
considered as ground w.r.t. the level mapping. In this way, the problem of back-
propagation of bindings in the calls is dealt with, and this allows the termina-
tion condition to be stated at the clause level; see also De Schreye and Decorte
[1994]. The following condition of rigid quasi-acceptability is derived from the
quasi-acceptability condition, and serves as the basis for a constraint-based,
symbolic condition for quasi-termination.

PROPOSITION 7.2 (RIGID QUASI-ACCEPTABILITY CONDITION). Let P be definite
program, TabP ⊆ PredP and S ⊆ BE

P be a set of queries. If there exists a level
mapping |.|, such that |.| is rigid on Call(P, S), |.| is finitely partitioning on
Call(P, S) ∩ BE

TabP
, and such that

—for every clause H ← B1, . . . , Bn in P,
—for every atom Bi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
—for every substitution ψ such that P |= B1ψ, . . . , Bi−1ψ :

|Hψ | ≥ |Biψ |
and
|Hψ | > |Biψ | if Rel(H)  Rel(Bi) and Rel(H), Rel(Bi) ∈ NTabP and

C2(Rel(H), Rel(Bi)) does not hold,

then, P is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. TabP and S. Hence, P quasi-terminates w.r.t.
TabP and S.

We illustrate in the following simple example how the concepts of norm,
level mapping, and model are symbolized and how the rigid quasi-acceptability
condition translates into a set of constraints on the introduced symbols.

Example 7.3. Let P be the following program, computing the paths from a
given node to the reachable nodes in a given cyclic graph:



edge(a, b) ←
edge(b, a) ←
path(X , Y , [Y ]) ← edge(X , Y )
path(X , Y , [Z |L]) ← edge(X , Z ), path(Z , Y , L)

Let TabP = { path/3} and S = { path(a, Y , L)}. Then, P quasi-terminates w.r.t.
TabP and S.

We consider the following modes for the predicates, denoting each argu-
ment position as an input or output position: edge(In, Out), path(In, Out, Out).
If these modes are used, then the program P and query S are well-moded, from
which it follows that every atom in Call(P, S) has ground input terms, and
simply-moded, from which it follows that every atom in Call(P, S) has distinct
variables in the output positions.
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We now introduce a symbolic form |.|s for the level mapping:

|edge(t1, t2)|s = edge1‖t1‖s + edge2‖t2‖s

|path(t1, t2, t3)|s = path1‖t1‖s + path2‖t2‖s + path3‖t3‖s

where edge1, edge2, path1, path2, path3 are symbols and ‖.‖s is the symbolic form
for the norm:

‖[t1|t2]‖s = •0 + •1‖t1‖s + •2‖t2‖s

‖X ‖s = X if X is a variable
‖c‖s = 0 if c is a constant

where •0, •1, •2 are symbols for the list constructor. Note that ‖.‖s maps vari-
ables to variables. As will become more clear later, this is needed in order to
take into account the instantiation level of the term. We also parameterize the
notion of model, by introducing symbolic forms for the interargument relations
which are abstractions of a model. We only need an interargument relation of
the edge/2 predicate; it is symbolized by Redge

s as follows:

edge(t1, t2) ∈ Redge
s ⇔ edgee

1‖t1‖s ≥ edgee
0 + edgee

2‖t2‖s

where edgee
0, edgee

1, edgee
2 are symbols. Mapping all the introduced symbols to

natural numbers, formalized in the concept of symbol mapping s, gives us a con-
crete norm (which now maps variables to 0), level mapping, and interargument
relation.

Now we show how to translate the rigid quasi-acceptability condition into
conditions on the introduced symbols, more precisely on the symbol mapping s.
A solution for the resulting system of constraints gives us a norm, level mapping,
and model for which the rigid quasi-acceptability condition is satisfied. So, if a
solution exists, quasi-termination has been proven.

Since P and S are well-moded and simply-moded, and in particular, since
the input positions of atoms in Call(P, S) are filled in by ground terms and the
output positions by distinct variables, the condition that the level mapping is

—rigid on Call(P, S) is translated as:

s(edge2) = 0, s(path2) = 0, s(path3) = 0.

—finitely partitioning on Call(P, S) ∩ BE
{path/3} is translated as:

s(path1) �= 0.

The condition that the interargument relation for edge/2 is valid, i.e., the set
of edge-atoms satisfying it belongs to a model of P , can be translated using the
condition TP (M ) ⊆ M for a model M of P . Both unit clauses for edge/2 give
rise to the following symbolic condition:

s
(
edgee

1

)
0 ≥ s

(
edgee

2

)
0 + s

(
edgee

0

)
.

After simplification, we get: s(edgee
0) = 0.

Finally, the decreases of the level mapping must be satisfied. The nonrecur-
sive clause for path/3 gives rise to the following symbolic condition:

∀X (s(path1)X ≥ s(edge1)X ).
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This condition has to hold for all possible values (in N) for X . Hence, we derive
the following constraint on the symbols path1 and edge1:

s(path1) ≥ s(edge1).

The recursive clause gives rise to the following two conditions:

∀X (s(path1)X ≥ s(edge1)X ),
∀X , Z

(
s
(
edgee

1

)
X ≥ s

(
edgee

2

)
Z ⇒ s(path1)X ≥ s(path1)Z

)
.

The first symbolic condition is the same as that for the nonrecursive clause
and reduces to s(path1) ≥ s(edge1). The second gives rise to the constraints (we
refer to Decorte et al. [1999] for a general methodology for solving such symbolic
conditions):

s(path1) − s
(
edgee

1

) ≥ 0, s
(
edgee

2

) − s(path1) ≥ 0.

The resulting system of constraints has a solution; for example:

s(•0) = s(•1) = s(•2) = 0 s(path1) = 1 s(path2) = s(path3) = 0
s(edge1) = 1 s(edge2) = 0 s

(
edgee

0

) = 0 s
(
edgee

1

) = s
(
edgee

2

) = 1

This gives us the following concrete norm and level mapping:

‖t‖ = 0 t ∈ U E
P (‖.‖ is the trivial norm),

|edge(t1, t2)| = |path(t1, t2, t3)| = ‖t1‖.
The interargument relation for edge(t1, t2) is ‖t1‖ ≥ ‖t2‖.

The rigid quasi-acceptability condition is satisfied using these concrete norm,
level mapping, and valid interargument relation. Hence, we have proven that
P quasi-terminates w.r.t. { path/3} and S.

8. CONCLUSIONS, RELATED WORK, AND TOPICS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In this article we studied the termination of definite logic programs under LG-
resolution. We introduced two notions of universal termination under such a
tabled execution mechanism: quasi-termination and (the stronger notion of)
LG-termination. We presented sufficient conditions (which are also necessary
in case the tabling is well-chosen) for quasi-termination and LG-termination:
namely quasi-acceptability and LG-acceptability. We extended their applica-
bility by presenting modular termination conditions, i.e., conditions capable of
combining termination proofs of separate programs to obtain termination proofs
of combined programs. Finally, we investigated the problem of automatically
proving quasi-termination and LG-termination. We showed that for simply-
moded, well-moded programs, sufficient conditions for quasi-termination and
LG-termination can be obtained, and pointed out how these conditions, which
are formulated fully at the clause level, can be automated by extending the
constraint-based, automatic approach toward LD-termination of Decorte et al.
[1999].

Since all programs that terminate under LD-resolution are quasi-
terminating and LG-terminating as well, verification of termination under LD-
resolution using an existing automated termination analysis (such as those
surveyed by, e.g., De Schreye and Decorte [1994]) is a sufficient proof of the
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program’s quasi- and LG-terminastion. However, since there are quasi- and
LG-terminating programs, which are not LD-terminating, better proof tech-
niques need to and can be found. There are only relatively few works studying
termination under a tabled execution mechanism. In Decorte et al. [1997], the
special case where all predicates of the program are tabled is considered and
the two notions of universal termination of a tabled logic program w.r.t. a set
of queries are introduced and characterized. In the context of well-moded pro-
grams, Plümer [1990] presents a sufficient condition for the bounded term-size
property of programs, which implies LG-termination. Holst [1991], provides
another sufficient condition for quasi-termination in the context of functional
programming.

Our modular conditions for termination of tabled logic programs and more
precisely the modular condition which incrementally constructs a level map-
ping for the whole program are inspired by the modular conditions for (S)LD-
resolution as given by Apt and Pedreschi [1994]. More specifically, in Apt and
Pedreschi [1994], the notions of semi-recurrent programs (for SLD-resolution)
and of semi-acceptable programs (for LD-resolution) are introduced, and mod-
ular termination proofs are presented which are based on these notions.

In this article, we considered termination of variant-based tabled strategies
such as SLG-resolution. Under such a tabling mechanism, two atoms—either
calls or answers—are considered the same if they are identical up to renam-
ing of their variables. This choice of atom identity considerably simplifies the
implementation of a tabled system and allows tabling to be used in conjunc-
tion with Prolog-style metaprogramming; e.g., using builtin predicates such as
var/1; see Sagonas et al. [1994]. Tabling based on (forward) subsumption for
calls is also possible. OLDT-resolution, defined in Tamaki and Sato [1986], is
such a tabled strategy. Compared to variant-based tabling, subsumption-based
tabling permits greater reuse of computed answers, albeit also at a higher cost
of accessing the tables. In all Datalog (i.e., function-free) programs, when the
tabling is such that all cycles in the dependency graph of the program contain at
least one tabled predicate, both tabling mechanisms are terminating. Since the
set of calls recorded in the table under subsumption-based tabling is a subset of
those recorded under variant-based tabling, the termination conditions which
we have presented are sufficient for tabling based on subsumption, but they
can be improved upon. However, note that the termination characteristics of
tabling based on forward subsumption also depend on the order in which calls
are encountered. To see this, let TabP = {p/1} where

P :
{

p(a) ←
p(X ) ← p( f (X ))

t ← p(X ), p(b)
nt ← p(b), p(X ).

P quasi-terminates w.r.t. TabP and {t} (when the p(b) call is encountered, it is
subsumed by the p(X ) call which is already in the table), but not w.r.t. TabP
and {nt}. Tabling based on variance does not exhibit this phenomenon.

To improve the termination characteristics and overcome the above
“anomaly”, subsumption-based tabling is usually combined with term-depth ab-
straction, i.e., substituting subterms of calls below a certain depth with distinct
variables. Such is the case in OLDT-resolution. In cases where all predicates
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are tabled, the resulting tabling mechanism can then be proven terminating
for all definite programs with a finite minimal Herbrand model; see Tamaki
and Sato [1986]. Although theoretically appealing, note that term-depth ab-
straction subtly undermines the goal-directedness of the resolution strategy.
Also, it is not clear to us how easily this approach can be extended to programs
containing negation without sacrificing soundness (and completeness).

Indeed, since SLG-resolution (and XSB) computes the well-founded seman-
tics, a topic for future research is to extend our termination results to normal
logic programs executed under such a mixed tabled/nontabled execution. An-
other topic, with an arguably more practical flavor, is to investigate how the
termination conditions presented here can form the basis of a compiler that au-
tomatically decides on—or at least guides a programmer in choosing—a tabling
(i.e., a set of tabled predicates) for an input program such that quasi-termination
of the program is ensured whenever such a tabling exists. Finally, it remains
to be studied how our results can be extended to automatically prove quasi-
and LG-termination for larger classes of programs and goals (i.e., for programs
where the notion of “well-chosen” tabling is more refined, or for programs and
goals which are not simply-moded, well-moded).

The appendix for this article can be accessed in the ACM Digital Library
by visiting the URL site for this article (http://www.acm.org/pubs/citations/
journals/tocl/2001-2-1/p57-verbaeten/).
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